Aircraft Carrier Alliance - Case Study
CP Cases awarded Aircraft Carrier Alliance (ACA) contract to
supply Rackmount Enclosures to QE Class Aircraft Carriers
Introduction

About the Product

CP Cases, the UK based specialist designer & manufacturer of
protective rackmount enclosures and transit cases is proudly
supplying more than 1200 custom-designed rackmount enclosures
and more than 4000 adaptors and brackets, for installation onboard the two new Queen Elizabeth (QE) Class aircraft carriers
currently under construction.

The primary function of the network equipment enclosures is to
provide physical and electromagnetic security to various types
of Cisco IE Ethernet network switches and the thousands of
accompanying connecting datacoms, Ethernet and ﬁbre optic
cables.

CP Cases won the contract in competitive tender last year and
manufacture is now underway at the company’s West London
plant. “The building of these two mighty ships is a monumental
engineering project and we’re very proud to be part of it” said Peter
Ross, Managing Director of CP Cases. “It is humbling to think that
we’re part of a small elite group of engineering companies, which
represent the “crème de la crème” of the UK’s ﬁnest manufacturers,
and that the enclosures we design and build here in our factory,
will play a mission critical role on-board these Royal Navy ﬂagships.
We are part of a truly national project, supporting local jobs and
communities throughout the whole country, with thousands of
people working towards the single goal of making these ships part
of our national heritage”.

The communications requirement
is substantial – the carriers need
constant contact with all in-ﬂight
aircraft, the consort group, HQ and
land forces. The network switches
process and route this vital
communications data.
Each enclosure protects the
19” rack mounted switches from
vibration, impact, particle and
moisture ingress, and also provide
screening from any electromagnetic
interference (EMC/EMI) that could
disrupt the mission communication
systems from radar energy and
other strong electromagnetic
signals which are emanating from
various positions on board,
ensuring the ship’s sensors do their job without adversely affecting
each other.
The ﬁrst shipment of 400 enclosures have been despatched to
central stores in Motherwell, for onward shipping to Rosyth where
the ﬁrst carrier, HMS Queen Elizabeth is currently being assembled.
Commenting, Dave Bickley, Supply Chain Specialist from BAE
Systems Mission Systems said “ Yet again CP Cases have
exceeded our expectations regarding the swift progress, attention
to detail and willingness to do the best job possible at all times”.

The contract, worth in excess of GBP £1.25 million, is for datacoms
enclosures of various sizes. The smallest enclosure accommodates
2 single units of 19” rack-mounted network switches; the largest
cabinet stands almost 5 feet tall and can accommodate 29 units.
Also developed especially for this project are a series of plinths
and brackets, which secure telephone handsets to horizontal
and vertical surfaces around the ship, these are being supplied in
phases between now and 2014 as part of the design, build and
commissioning process.
Working closely with BAE Systems, one of the four Aircraft Carrier
Alliance (ACA) partners, CP are also integrating the power supply
wiring, voltage ﬁlter and cable management systems in order that
once installed into the ships, the enclosures are ‘plug & play’ ready.
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EMC Functionality
CP Cases have introduced and utilised novel designs embracing
the same materials developed speciﬁcally for EMC/EMI screening
used as part of their own ‘ERACK’ series of portable Anti-Vibration
rackmount containers, which are
performance certiﬁed to provide a
high level of electromagnetic sheilding.
Their solution for providing
electromagnetic compatibility
throughout all sizes of enclosures,
also manages interference which could potentially emanate where
the data transfer cables enter and exit the enclosures. CP Cases
have developed a unique Cable Entry Port (CEP) which allows
cables, with accompanying connectors, to be fed into and out of
the enclosure through a simple “foam ﬂap” letterbox system.

In parallel with EMI/EMC security, a primary function was to provide
simplicity during equipment installation, maintenance and cable
connectivity. Top & front covers are secured with unique tamperresistant TORX PLUS® fasteners ensuring access is limited to
authorised service personnel. Ventilation panels in key areas,
provide natural convection that dissipates any heat build-up even
East of Suez.
The thermoplastic powder coated surface ﬁnish is applied onto an
etch primed base; pale grey, it is applied electrostatically without
solvents and cured with heat to provide a hard wearing semigloss surface ﬁnish. This is tougher and much less hazardous
than conventional liquid paint coatings and has exceptionally high
corrosion resistance.

This specially designed (and EMI/EMC performance certiﬁed)
CEP, uses conductive closed-cell polyethylene foam, which
compresses around individual data cables. Conventionally, each
cable would have been installed via an individual four part metallic
cable gland, and bearing in mind that many enclosures have up to
144 individual cable entry & exit points, the CEP system provides
signiﬁcant advantages on installation labour hours, providing
substantial cost beneﬁts and ensures any future systems upgrades
are implemented efﬁciently.
CP Cases chief project engineer Roger King, said “Working on the
QE Class programme has provided an invaluable insight into what it
takes to deliver this major engineering project. The unique nature of
working within this alliance of companies from the outset provides
a great opportunity to develop and integrate the most practical
solutions for network communications and hardware protection.”

Internal Functions
Cable management rails inside the enclosures with “hook-n-loop”
cable ties ensure that the recommended bend radius for each datacoms cable is never compromised and that network switch gear
connections are safe-guarded against accidental disconnections.

The Nations Flagships
CP Cases is delighted to be part of the project for the two new QE
Class aircraft carriers, a huge national endeavour rarely witnessed
in the UK. The project has created or sustained between seven and
eight thousand jobs at shipyards across the country, with many
more engaged in the supply chain producing all component parts
and build for the two ships, boosting local economies across the
UK.
Construction of the two new vessels is the largest shipbuilding
project ever undertaken by the Royal Navy, and also one of the
largest engineering projects ever undertaken in the UK, second only
to London’s 2012 Olympic Park. When completed, the two aircraft
carriers will be the largest surface warships ever constructed in the
UK.
Everything about the QE class aircraft carriers is on a gigantic scale,
in fact the massive size of the project is more than most of us can
contemplate: The sections for the two ships, which are being built
in six different shipyards across the UK, will be transported to dry
dock in Rosyth for assembly.
Piecing together the mammoth three-dimensional jigsaw demands
its own specialist equipment. Standing at a height of 68 metres
(220ft), with a span of 120 metres (390ft) and a lift capacity of 1000
tonnes, the ‘Goliath’ crane is the biggest of its type in the UK.
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The crane will lift and place the carrier sub-blocks and components
without any disruption to the adjacent dockyard area. It dominates
the south-west Fife skyline and is clearly visible from the Forth Road
Bridge and approach roads.
Goliath is currently undergoing testing and it is estimated that
it will have its ﬁnal handover by the end of the summer, with an
operational target of later this autumn.
Babcock project director Sean Donaldson said, “The civil works,
crane, electrical package and general shipyard upgrade forms a
£80 million programme designed to make the Babcock Rosyth
facility capable of assembling the QE aircraft carriers. All projects
within the programme are performing to budget and schedule, to
high safety standards, and when complete the facility will be unique
in the UK.”
The number one dry dock at Rosyth, which was built in 1916, is
understood to be one of the best locations for building the aircraft
carriers. Rosyth has the largest non-tidal basin for ship repair in
the UK, which is thought to be an ideal environment for assembly,
outﬁtting and maintenance activities.
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About Aircraft Carriers

QE Class Statistics

Aircraft Carriers are generally viewed as the ultimate symbol of
military prestige, a real-world projection and lasting legacy of naval
power on the world stage.

• Each ship will be 65,000 tonnes at full displacement, over three

Aircraft Carriers have come a long way from humble beginnings in
1910, with an experimental take-off of a ﬁxed-wing aircraft from the
US Navy Cruiser SS Birmingham. The ﬁrst combat ﬂights were by
seaplanes in 1914, from the decks of the Imperial Japanese Navy
Wakamiya, a converted freighter, running air-raids on German-held
targets in the Siege of Tsingtao. Japan also built the world’s ﬁrst
commissioned ship to be designed and built as an aircraft carrier,
the Hosho, commissioned in 1922. Most early Aircraft Carriers
were conversions of vessels which had served as other ship types.
Since the 1930s, the USA has dominated with the biggest and
heaviest Aircraft Carriers in the World. The US Nimitz is a huge
ship, with diagonal landing strip. At 102,000 tons, and 332 metres
long, it is designed for operations in the Paciﬁc Ocean and to
remain at sea indeﬁnitely.

times the size of the Invincible Class of aircraft carriers
•

Length = 280m

•

Width = 70m

•

Height = 56m from keel to masthead

• Range = 8,000 to 10,000 nautical miles and capable of a top
speed in excess of 25 knots
•

Propellers – each ship has two, weighing 33 tonnes each

• Power generation, - 2 x Rolls Royce MT30 Gas Turbines and 4
x Diesel Generator Sets
• Aircraft – 12 aircraft routinely embarked for operations, with the
capacity to deploy up to 36
• Construction – 80,000 tonnes of steel; 1.5 million m² of
paintwork
• £1.35Bn worth of sub contracts for work on the QE Class have
now been placed with companies across the UK
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